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Brookley Air Force Base was shut down in 1969. putting thousands out of work.

‘Mac’ would like this chapter
Editor’s note: On April 25, 2016, a
new A321 built by Mobile workers
will be delivered to JetBlue. Author
Martha Simmons will be there, along
with her thoughts of a past generation
of Mobile workers, including her
father, who felt their world shaken
when the base closed 47 years ago.
For her, this new chapter for Brookley
has a personal, special meaning.

Eccleston emotionally
Commentary
declared, “It’s very
personal for me.”
It was personal for
me, too, but for a far
different reason. The
Airbus success story
marks a new chapter
for the story of the
former Brookley Air
Martha Simmons
Force Base, where my
father worked as a jet
hen the first American-made
aircraft maintenance supervisor until the
Airbus jetliner successfully com- base was shuttered in 1969.
pleted its maiden test flight last
Martin L. McGuire Jr. – known as Mac to
month and landed safely at the U.S. Manu- his coworkers – was a burly man with a canfacturing Facility at the Mobile Aeroplex at do attitude, a big laugh and a warm heart.
Brookley, Airbus Americas President Barry He passed away two years ago at age 90 af-
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ter a seven-month bout with the effects of a traumatic brain injury, the
result of a fall. During those months,
the base called Brookley Field loomed
large in his consciousness. Daddy introduced himself to nurses and patients as Mac, and relived the challenges and successes of his decades of
working with the behemoth military
planes at Brookley.
I tried to tell him about the new aircraft manufacturing facility being built
at Brookley, but I was never sure he
could hear me over the echoes of the
past.
Although, for me, there will always
be only one “Mac” McGuire, there
were some 13,000 other men and
women working alongside him when
the axe fell on Brookley Field. It was,
at the time, the largest base-closure in
history, delivering a devastating gutpunch to the region’s economy.
The base closure wasn’t, however, a
sucker punch. The announcement to
close Brookley, which opened in 1942,
came in late 1964, and was widely
thought to be political payback from
President Lyndon Johnson, whom Alabama voters did not support in his
presidential election.
I was too young at the time to appreciate the economic specter of the impending closure, but I remember well
when the time came that Daddy no
longer had to get up before dawn to go
to work. There was no pleasure in
sleeping in, however.
Both Mama and Daddy suffered
sleepless nights trying to figure out
how they would make it on Mama’s
salary as a secretary and Daddy’s efforts to pick up other employment in a
job market flooded with out-of-work
civil servants.
Mobile Mayor Sandy Stimpson was
in the fourth grade when the closure
announcement came, not long after he
had toured Brookley as part of a class
trip.
“It had a hugely negative impact on
families,” Stimpson said. “It was heartbreaking,” he said, noting that he has
an octogenarian friend who was in
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management at Brookley when it
closed, and, rather than accepting a job
out of state, wound up making his living as a gardener.
Congressman Bradley Byrne recalls
the difficult departure of family
friends. “They had to leave and go to
California. This family was from Alabama. They had to go to another part
of the country and leave behind all
their close friends and family.
“Multiply that by thousands of families.” Byrne said.
So many families packed up and left
over the course of one weekend that
local teachers referred to the following
Monday as “crying day,” as classrooms
emptied and the remaining students
wept at the loss of their childhood
friends, said Roger Wehner, executive
director, Mobile Airport Authority.
It was a story that repeated itself all
over the region, as many Brookley civil
service employees accepted offers to
move elsewhere, and others found
themselves commuting long distances
to work at other military installations
in the area.
Daddy, who declined to uproot our
family, was among those commuters.
He got work at Eglin Air Force Base,
Fla., sharing a mobile home with another ex-Brookley employee and coming home on the weekends. He then
transferred to Pensacola Naval Air
Station, Fla., from which he retired
after many years of driving an hour
and a half each way from Tensaw, at
the northern tip of Baldwin County.
There have been many efforts to
sustain Brookley as an aviation center
since the federal government turned
the property over to the city. Teledyne
Continental Motors was the first big
tenant at Brookley after the Air Force
departed, and VT MAE is another
large employer now operating in the
1940s-era hangars.
Brookley’s prospects brightened in
2008 when Airbus’s parent, then called
EADS North America, was selected to
build some 179 new tankers for the
U.S. Air Force, but dimmed again
when arch-rival Boeing protested and

prompted a new tanker contract competition.
It was a case of déjà vu, as politically
connected Boeing – a U.S. aircraft
manufacturer headquartered in President Barack Obama’s home town of
Chicago – managed to snatch the tanker contract for itself in 2011. That year,
there were some 3,700 people working
at 100 companies on the 1,700-acre
site of the base that, at its peak, employed more than 17,000.
The disappointment was, thankfully,
short-lived. Less than a year later, Airbus announced its intention to assemble commercial aircraft at a brand new
facility it would build at Brookley.
To economic developers, that announcement was akin to losing the
battle but winning the war, as building
40-50 commercial aircraft per year is
driven by the demand of the U.S. airline companies, and less fraught with
the kind of politics that drove a stake
in the heart of Brookley Air Force
Base and appeared poised to kill its
revival half a century later.
To be sure, politics will always play a
role in any big business, and Byrne
notes that Airbus is well-positioned to
compete in future military contracts,
building fixed-wing aircraft or even
helicopters, should the opportunity
arise. “They have not ruled it out, and
if they want to go after that, we’re
there to help them if we can,” the congressman said.
Meanwhile, there is a decidedly celebratory air above the old Air Force
base these days, and Wehner says the
Mobile Airport Authority is emphasizing its rebirth with bumper stickers
and T-shirts emblazoned with the
proclamation, “Brookley is Back.”
I think Daddy would like that. He’d
like that very much.
▫▫▫
Related recent posts
 JetBlue to get A321 April 25 (4/8/16)
 2nd U.S. A321 now painted (4/4/16)
 U.S.-built A321 test flight (3/21/16)
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Education

Aviation maintenance training takes off
Aviation maintenance at George
Stone Technical Center is proving
to be popular, and chances are
good that it will continue to grow
as aviation opportunities take off
in the region...
Pensacola, Fla.

T

he Aviation Maintenance Program at George Stone Technical Center has taken off.
After receiving its Federal Aviation
Administration certification on Dec. 4,
2015, the center began its first class in
January with 14 students and three instructors. As news about the program
spread by word of mouth, through
career fairs and advertising, more than
100 prospective students applied for
the first class.
T.J. Rollins, principal of George
Stone, said collaborations for the program began after VT Mobile Aerospace Engineering Inc., of Mobile,
Ala., wanted to expand into Pensacola.
VT MAE provides maintenance, repair
and overhaul services for air freight
operators and commercial airlines.
“They convert planes from cargo to
passenger or vice versa, and had so
much business (in Mobile) they had to
turn it away,” Rollins said. “So they
started talking with people over here…
and we said we’d love to start the program.”
The planning phase lasted about 2 ½
years before the first class began in
January, and future plans involve VT
MAE opening a hangar at Pensacola
International Airport Aerospace Park,
perhaps by 2018, Rollins said. Just last
month the city of Pensacola received
$1 million from the state to purchase
the land needed to add more acreage to
the park. The VT MAE site will be on
land already owned by the airport.

By Cindy West

Instructor Kyle Cook, right, and student Patrick Madigan check out landing gear.

That opening will be just about perfect timing for the first graduates of
the aviation maintenance program,
which takes two years to complete.
During that time, students will learn
how to service, maintain and repair
aircraft engines, propellers, power train
and rotor systems, and associated components.
Once they complete the 540-hour
course for general maintenance and
810-hours each for airframe and powerplant, they can take the FAA test and
if they pass that, they are qualified for
hire as airframe and powerplant mechanics.
“That’s credentials to say the person
knows what they’re doing,” Rollins
said.

Photo by Cindy West

However, students can opt just to
take the general aviation maintenance
course if they plan to focus only on
engine repairs. Rollins said students
who take and successfully complete the
three courses are more marketable.
The program is broken into three
sections, education officials said. Students have to complete the first phase
of general aviation maintenance before
they go into additional training in airframe and powerplant, said Kyle Cook,
who teaches aviation maintenance
technology at George Stone Technical
Center.
General aviation maintenance is a
basic introduction to aviation, basic
electricity, aircraft log books, flight
controls and more. This portion of
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training is about 75 percent classroom
and 25 percent exercises in the shop.
The next two phases are about 75
percent shop time and 25 percent
classroom. First is airframe, which covers everything except engines: flight
controls, fuel systems, landing gear and
more. The third phase of training is
powerplant, which is education and
training on aircraft engines where students learn how engines operate, disassemble and reassemble an engine.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, aircraft mechanics and
service technicians can earn, on the
average, $58,850 annually. One of the
biggest advantages to a career in aviation maintenance is that jobs can be
found anywhere in the world. Rollins
said receiving the FAA certification
was a huge leap for George Stone.
“It’s not just for big commercial
hubs, but look at all the private planes.
It’s a huge industry worldwide. The
economy has become so global with
the increase in flights to other parts of
the world that this field is a great opportunity, especially for someone who
wants to travel or even stay locally.
There are plenty of opportunities,”
Rollins said.
Cook said that in addition to commercial aircraft, there also are private
aircraft plus corporate/business jets in
need of aviation maintenance.
“The highest area for salary is getting
into corporate/business jets because
the jets they use are newer so technology is more advanced and it’s a small
niche,” Cook said.
Cook has talked about the earning
potential before. In a story that appeared in the September 2013 edition
of the Gulf Coast Aerospace Newsletter,
Cook, at the time director of the Alabama Aviation Center, said he told
students that the aviation field is not
just a job, but a profession. He said at
the time that he knew several workers
earning six-figure salaries, and there is
always the chance the training can lead
to a job in management.
Among those groups who collaborated on the he new program were the
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Members and instructors of the first general aviation maintenance class at George Stone.

Escambia County School District, City
of Pensacola, and FloridaWest Economic Development Alliance. Rollins
said Ferguson Airport off Highway 98
also has been a major supporter.
In fact, Ferguson Airport donated a
Piper Cherokee to George Stone. Students train on that plane plus a T-39
Saberliner donated by the U.S. Navy
and a Cessna 150 that was purchased
by George Stone.
Cook said students currently enrolled
in the program range in age from 20 to
their mid-50s, adding that 55 is the
average age for aviation mechanics in
the United States.
“This is a great career field for
younger people because they can carry
the skills with them their entire life.
We want younger ones to come in and
back the ones getting ready to retire so
that they can gain experience from the
older ones,” Cook said.
But the program isn’t just aimed at
recent high school graduates. For
some, it can be something they opt to
pursue later in life, like one current
student who is a retired pharmacist
and also an attorney, Cook said.
“He also has a private pilot’s license
and has now decided to learn how to
fix planes,” Cook said.
Students currently enrolled in general
maintenance will start airframe in August when a new group of students will

Photo by Cindy West

be eligible for general maintenance.
The three instructors are only allowed
to teach 25 students at a time.
Rollins said tuition is about $7,000 to
$8,000 for all three courses, and they
hope to have opportunities for Pell
and veterans grants available in the
near future. Registration for the next
session is set to begin this month.
As opportunities to apply for grants
increase, the attractiveness of the program may also increase when the demand for aviation mechanics and service technicians is projected to increase
significantly. Rollins said VT MAE has
projected creating 300 new jobs in
Pensacola available for people who can
do repair and maintenance on commercial and cargo planes.
“We hope this is the beginning of
something big for this area for a long
time,” Rollins said.
▫▫▫

Na e: George Sto e Te h i al Ce ter
Lo aio :
Lo gleaf Dr., Pe sa ola, Fla.
We site:
.georgesto e e ter. o
Pho e:
-
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Space

Engine steeped in history has a future
NASA’s large South Mississippi
rocket test facility last month
ignited for 500 seconds the RS-25
that will be one of four slated to
launch astronauts on the first
deep space mission in 45 years...
Stennis Space Center, Miss.

F

or a government often criticized for wasting tax dollars,
one part of the program to return U.S. astronauts to deep space
stands out for making do with what
NASA already has.
The engines that will eventually lift
NASA’s massive Space Launch System
from Kennedy Space Center will be
powered by veterans of the long-gone
Space Shuttle program - the venerable
Aerojet Rocketdyne RS-25.
And Stennis Space Center, Miss., is
playing a vital role to ensure the modified engines are up to the task. It tested developmental RS-25 engines last
year, and in March tested the first one
that will eventually launch the Space
Launch System - engine serial No.
2059.

RS-25 engine 2059, a veteran of Space Shuttle flights, is fired 500 seconds in a March 10 test.

The RS-25 engine that was fired in
March 10 for 500 seconds at NASA’s
rocket engine test facility has a long
history in the nation’s space program.
Engine 2059 is one of the 16 engines

NASA/SSC photo

remaining from the retired Space Shuttle program that were brought to Stennis Space Center after the shuttle program ended. Three RS-25 engines were
used on each of the NASA orbiters,

NASA’s Stennis Space Center has
been busy testing engines for NASA’s
newest space programs for quite some
time now. But the huge facility in
South Mississippi not far from the
Louisiana-Mississippi state line has also
been heavily involved in commercial
test programs. It’s the site where
SpaceX is developing the Raptor engines that will eventually be used in
commercial space missions as well as
those for the Defense Department.
But it’s the NASA Space Launch
System program that is getting a lot of
the more recent attention. And the
current focus is on the modified RS-25
rocket engines.

By David Tortorano

Endeavour returns home to KSC June 1, 2011. It was the last mission for engine 2059 and Endeavour.

NASA photo
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and they have a 100 percent success
rate.
Engine 2059 last flew as one of the
three engines on the final flight of Endeavour, STS-134, in May 2011, commanded by Mark Kelly. It was Kelly’s
final mission and the penultimate mission of the Space Shuttle program.
But the engine had a long history
before that. It was used on Atlantis for
three missions, including two to the
International Space Station, STS -117
in 2007 and STS-122 in 2008, according to connectSPACE. It also was used
on the final mission to upgrade the
Hubble Space Telescope, STS-125 in
2009. In addition to Endeavour’s last
mission, the engine was also used in
STS-130 flight to deliver the Tranquility node and cupola to the space station
in 2010, said connectSPACE.
Now its service is drawing to a close.
No. 2059 and two other flight engines (2062, 2063) scheduled for testing at Stennis in coming months, along
with engine 2047, will launch SLS for
the first Orion crewed mission, Exploration Mission-2 (EM-2). That mission
will carry four astronauts into lunar
orbit to test key elements of the spacecraft. It will mark the first American
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Engine 2059 was the last RS-25 to make the 700-mile trip from Kennedy to Stennis in 2012.

flight to carry humans beyond lowEarth orbit since Apollo 17 in 1972.
Modified for SLS, the legacy RS-25D
engines will fire at 109 percent thrust
level and provide a combined two million pounds of thrust. Those engines
will not be recovered for reuse, but
instead will drop into the ocean with
the spent SLS core.

RS-25 engine 2059 being delivered to test stand at Stennis Space Center, Miss.

.

NASA/SSC photo

NASA/SSC photo

These workhorse engines are among
the world’s most proven. They have
been used in 135 space shuttle missions from 1981 to 2011.
“Not only does this test mark an
important step towards proving our
existing design for SLS’s first flight,”
said Steve Wofford, engines manager
at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., where the SLS
Program is managed. “But it’s also a
great feeling that this engine that has
carried so many astronauts into space
before is being prepared to take astronauts to space once again on SLS’s
first crewed flight.”
In addition to handling the testing
the individual SLS engines, the B-2
Test Stand at Stennis Space Center also
is being readied to test the SLS core
stage for EM-1, firing its four engines
together.
The unmanned EM-1 will lift off
using engines 2045, 2056, 2058 and
2060, according to connectSPACE. It
will include two of the three shuttle
engines that flew on board STS-135,
the final shuttle mission, in July 2011.
▫▫▫
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Company profile

$150M contract just the start for RT&T
A decision of DoD to streamline
engineering and technical support
management of two national
range assets led to the creation of
RT&T, which hopes it will lead to
a 10-year deal worth $1 billion...
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.

W

hen it comes to addressing
the needs of the Department of Defense, sometime
you have to make adjustments -- even
joining forces -- in order to get the nod
and win a contract.
That’s what happened in 2015.
Reliance Test & Technology was
formed by InDyne Inc. and URS to
give them what they thought would be
the best chance to win a two-year,
$150.2 million contract to support
Eglin Air Force Base’s 96th Test Wing.
The Fort Walton Beach joint venture
created in July 2015 competed against
two other companies and was awarded
the contract in February.
Why was the contract considered so
important? RT&T expects the contract
to kick in incentives that will turn it
into a 10-year deal with the Air Force
that could pay RT&T more than $1
billion.
Reliance Test & Technology CEO
and President Jeffrey Riemer is confident that the newly formed company
can provide quality engineering, operations, maintenance and technical support services for the 96th Test Wing’s
test ranges and related facilities.
Riemer said he has no doubt that “if
all options are executed and we clearly
expect they would be” that RT&T
could end up $1 billion richer.
“We are specifically formed to do
Eglin Air Force Base range operations
and maintenance,” he said.

By Duwayne Escobedo

Reliance Test and Technology’s website shows a series of images of military aircraft in various types of testing, including an F-16 (above) and an F-35. The company is a joint venture of InDyne and URS.

RT&T’s parent company, InDyne,
specializes in range and facility operations and maintenance in support of air
and space missions, integrated security
systems, information technology, communications and multimedia services.
Meanwhile, URS, which became part
of AECOM in October 2014, has experience as an engineering, design, and
construction firm and a United States
federal government contractor.
Together they make RT&T a giant in
engineering and technical services with
900 employees and teammates to support the missions of the U.S. Air
Force. Services provided by RT&T
include the capability to:

 Develop and modify tactics to suc-

cessfully employ that equipment;

 Train warriors to use their sophisti-

cated equipment and tactics to be
successful in battle;
 Provide agile and cost-effective
range engineering, operation, and
maintenance services.

The joint venture also includes six
other companies, or “teammates” as
RT&T calls them. They are ASRC Federal, InfoPro Corp., T Square Logistics
Services Corp., Technical Recruiting
Solutions, Tikigaq Construction LLC
and SA-Tech.
The military uses the 96th Test Wing
at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., to test,
 Develop and test new and refined
evaluate and validate air-delivered
war-fighting equipment;
weapon systems, command-and Maintain integrated test and training control platforms, navigation tools and
range environments;
other equipment.
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Additional support
provided by
FloridaWest,
Pensacola, Fla.

Not the end
of the story

W

hen Airbus delivers the first
U.S.-built A321
to JetBlue April 25, much
of the public interest will
wind down. It will become
routine as workers gear up
to produce four to five
airliners each month.
But it’s hardly the end of
the story. We’ll keep tabs
as suppliers continue to eye
setting up shop in the region, and as Airbus starts
thinking about increasing
production or bringing in
more operations. That can
certainly happen.
Airbus executives have
said that when other projects come down the pike,
the company won’t look
for a new location in the
U.S., but instead would
expand in Mobile.
So if you want to stay on
top of aerospace activities
in this region, keep reading
our newsletter and sign up
for our daily aerospace
news feed. We think you’ll
be glad you did.

David Tortorano
Editor
April 12, 2016
dtortorano@tortorano.com

Executive Officer
The Wing’s current
“We are specifically formed gram
for Weapons from Deinitiatives include aerial
reconnaissance imto do Eglin Air Force Base cember 2005 to January
2007.
provements and new
range operations and
InDyne’s website
armament and weappraises its experienced
ons delivery systems,
maintenance,”
employees, like Riemer,
media reports suggest.
- Jeffrey Riemer
for their “innovative
In addition to Eglin
and collaborative spirAir Force Base, RT&T
will perform work at Wright-Patterson Air it” that allows them “to perform in highly
dynamic operational environments.”
Force Base in Ohio and Holloman Air
Riemer said Northwest Florida’s military
Force Base in New Mexico through March
complex makes the region a serious aero31, 2018, according to the DoD contract
space hub for companies to consider, not
award.
RT&T now provides the engineering and just the new Airbus plant in Mobile that will
deliver its first jetliner to JetBlue later this
technical support to the Eglin Test and
month (see page 1).
Training Range complex (ETTC) and the
“It has a lot of components and I believe
National Radar Cross Section Test Facility
(NRTF) for the Air Force under the Eglin- we will see an infusion of additional compaOperation and Maintenance Services Con- nies to support (growing aerospace and aviation-related work),” he said. “Aerospace is a
tract, better known as E-OMS. The DoD
streamlined the operation by merging them staple of the Panhandle.”
in 2015.
▫▫▫
Riemer boasts that RT&T is uniquely prepared to support the nation's war-fighting
aircraft, weapons systems, and air crews.
RT&T has already received rave reviews
for its work from the 96th Test Wing. Displayed prominently on its homepage in a
blue box is this statement about the company: “A huge success…your personnel faced
Co pa y: Relia e Test & Te h olog
many challenges while juggling the various
Esta lished: Jul
final test configurations…every person perHead ua te s: Tupelo A e, SE, Fort Walto
formed with a professional attitude and getBea h, Fla.
it-done approach to accomplish the test with E ployees:
a smile…look forward to working with this
Fo us a eas: A joi t e ture of I D e, I . a d
URS Corporaio , a AECOM o pa , it progroup of professionals on any test!!”
ides e gi eeri g a d te h i al support to the
Riemer, too, seems uniquely qualified to
Egli
Test a d Trai i g Ra ge o ple ETTC
head the joint venture. Previously, he served
a
d
the
Naio al Radar Cross Se io Test Fa ilias InDyne’s chief operating officer for range
t NRTF for the Air For e u der the Egli and facility operations. Before that he spent
Operaio a d Mai te a e Ser i es Co tra t,
34 years in the Air Force, where he recorded
eter k o as E-OMS.
more than 3,000 flying hours in 40 types of
Type of wo ke s: E gi eers a d skilled te h iaircraft.
ia s.
E ploy e t i fo:
; E ail: i He retired from the Air Force in October
fo@rt-j
.
o
;
or
isit
the
e
at
.rt1, 2008 as a major general. During his milij
.
o
tary career he had two tours at Eglin. From
September 1996 to February 1998, Riemer
served as Program Director of Special ProRelated recent post
grams, Air-to-Air Joint SPO at Eglin. He
 Contract: Reliance, $150.2M (2/11/16)
also served at Eglin as Commander of the
Air Armament Center and Air Force Pro-

Page 1 mast: C-5 ejects flares over the Eglin range March 2 during a training exercise.

Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Naomi Shipley

